This is my thoughts on the My Pillow after comparing it to about a dozen total pillows
including feather pillows, stuffing pillows and foam pillows. I have used many pillows over
the years and wanted to let you know if I though the My Pillow is worth buying or whether it
is a dud like so many other As Seen On TV Products. So of course I have been someone who
has bought those random pillows from Walmart and Target over the years and I have tried
expensive Mattress Store pillows that cost $200 per pillow like the memory foam ones we
have now on the bed that my wife loves but I can’t stand to sleep on them because they
never get flat enough when I sleep on my side.

I have tried the Sobakawa pillow and many other bean/filling pillows that felt like little soft
rice grains that help the pillow conform to your head and neck as well as feather pillows as

well which I do get the poking in my neck or scratching from the down occasionally. All in
all, finally after my wife needed to use one of my pillows to prop her foot after an injury I
was left having to find another pillow. So like most people I have seen the commercials for
My Pillow and thought another cheesy as seen on TV product like most people.

I went to legit reviews from Amazon purchasers who are verified and saw a mixed bag, but
still I have picked products that were so-so and I decided to spend the money and buy it
from Amazon. I do this because the return policy is far superior than going to the source if
there is a problem with a product. The pillow arrived and I was eager to get to sleeping.

Now I never give the first night any weight for anything but I can tell you that this pillow
has little soft balls inside of it, not quite as small and hard as Sobakawa pillows but smaller
balls than some foam pillows. They do conform around your head and neck well and it is
very comfortable, where this pillow really shined for me is that it shapes easily and on my
side it is extremely comfortable to keep just enough bunched under my neck to keep it in a
good alignment. On my back is even better, where I can give just enough support to arch

my neck and the pillow does seem to not cause as much heat generation when sleeping on it
because my head was not as sweaty as it is on some pillows, especially the foam ones.
I haven’t washed the pillow yet so I can’t speak for it’s survivability after a machine washing
but I can tell that for the price this was far better than most pillows I have used and I like it
better than the $200 memory foam pillow I had purchased previously. So in my first 3
weeks of using the My Pillow I can tell you that I really like it and it may not be the best
pillow but it so far is my favorite pillow out of the dozen or so pillows I have used over the
past decade. I want a 2nd one that I can use as a body pillow.
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